K9690 KY UC DIEN BIEN (VIETNAM, 2004)
(Other titles: Memories of Dien Bien Phu; Memory of Dien Bien)

Credits: director, Do Minh Tuan; writer, Nguyen thi Hong Ngat.
Cast: Kieu Anh, Pham Quang Anh, Issack Le, Nuoi Le.
Summary: War film to mark the 50th anniversary of the victory at Dien Bien Phu set in Indochina during the 1954 battle. While fighting for the liberation of Dien Bien Phu, Bernard (Issack Le) a young French soldier deserts and joins the Viet Minh. Bao (Pham Quang Anh) guides Bernard on his journey and helps him when he is wounded in a French bombing raid. May (Kieu Anh), a nurse, is sent along with them to look after Bernard and help Bao. The journey has a profound impact on all three inadvertent companions - Bao and May gradually fall in love and Bernard's perception of the Vietnamese dramatically shifts. Fifty years later Bernard and Bao meet again to recount their vivid memories of that time.

No known reviews. Information from the Internet Movie Database.
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